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Abstract A plethora of wireless communication protocols are used on the air–
ground link within aviation, comprising both data links and air traffic control tech-
nologies. With the widespread proliferation of modern software-defined radio tech-
nology, the threat model for aviation has shifted. Independent security researchers
and scientists have shown that the fundamental deficiencies in all of these protocols
can be easily exploited with an impact of both the security and the privacy of their
users. This article analyzes the current situation of the aviation air–ground link in
a comprehensive manner. We collect and classify the known reported security and
privacy incidents related to the seven main air–ground technologies. We find that
all are considered vulnerable in the literature and many incidents relating to po-
tential breaches and exploits have been made. In the second part of this work, we
survey, systematize and discuss the academic research on possible countermeasures.
We create a novel taxonomy, based on which we identify gaps in the literature and
discuss potential future directions for aviation security research.

1 Introduction

As an increasingly interconnected and digitalized global system of systems, avia-
tion faces new challenges. Passengers, airlines and air navigation service providers
(ANSPs) all demand more connectivity; passengers for their entertainment needs,
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airlines for increased serviceability and more efficient operations, and ANSPs to
help facilitate the safe control of the ever increasing flight traffic.

Recently, security researchers in both academia and industry have increasingly
treated the aviation system as national and supra-national critical infrastructure sim-
ilar to power grids, telecommunication and public health infrastructure. Responsi-
ble for this renewed focus on aviation security are new technological developments,
which have shifted the threat model away from traditional electronic warfare and to-
wards easy accessibility of wireless systems by a wide variety of threat actors [115].
The ubiquitous availability of low-cost SDR (software-defined radio transceiver)
technology enables both innocent amateurs and malicious actors to compromise
civil aviation security.

Academic and industrial research on such matters has picked up significantly
over the past decade, and those who argue that airports and aircraft are secure with
current defenses slowly become the minority. However, there is still a large knowl-
edge and awareness gap in the broader industry on this topic. Until recently, voices
from outside and within the industry have been ignored too often and necessary
actions such as information sharing have not been taken or delayed considerably.

It is commonly held that reminding passengers about any potential dangers of
flying is likely to be detrimental to the aviation industry as a whole. Consequently,
the main goal with regards to cybersecurity is to not scare the public at all costs. In
a traditionally very secretive industry, this means that public information is scarce
and often unreliable, and cybersecurity is no exception.

In this work, we compile and systematize the existing sources on the topic of
wireless security in civil aviation. We first compile recent academic research on
vulnerabilities but also real-world reports on possible incidents, such as news arti-
cles and analyses conducted by aviation authorities. Following this, we discuss the
existing strategies suggested by researchers to address the problems of integrity, au-
thenticity and confidentiality in these technologies. Our aim is to fill the knowledge
and awareness gaps that exist around the security and privacy of commonly used
communication technologies in aviation. Similarly, we hope to provide a reliable
resource for aspiring researchers who look to get started in this field and who seek
to understand its most important issues.

To make these contributions, we survey the literature on reported security inci-
dents and privacy breaches and link this evidence to extant research on security and
privacy in aviation. We use these insights to create a taxonomy of feasible counter-
measures and develop recommendations for future aviation security research.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses and
classifies known vulnerabilities and incidents. Section 3 then outlines the existing
research on security before it examines the work on privacy. Section 4 discusses the
lessons and recommendations and Section ?? finally concludes this work.
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2 Classification of Air–Ground Link Incidents & Vulnerabilities

We first survey and systematize all incidents and vulnerabilities across the technolo-
gies that underpin modern air traffic management (ATM) that have been reported in
the past. We first consider those that impact the security of the system, followed by
privacy-related incidents. Table 1 below provides a short glossary of the surveyed
technologies.

Table 1 Glossary of the analyzed technologies.

Abb. Technology

ACARS Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System
ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
CPDLC Controller-Pilot Data Link Communication
MLAT Multilateration
PSR Primary Surveillance Radar
SSR Secondary Surveillance Radar
TCAS Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System
VHF Voice (Very High Frequency)

2.1 Security Incidents

Table 2 lists reported incidents and vulnerabilities relating to air–ground links, with
attack vectors including denial of service (DoS), jamming, injection and intrusion.
Additionally, eavesdropping is possible for all considered technologies as none of
them uses encryption. However, we do not consider eavesdropping a direct security
problem, although it is a possible first stepping stone for active attacks, and thus do
not discuss it further in this section. Eavesdropping can have direct consequences
for privacy, which is considered in Section 2.2. It is noteworthy that there has been
no academic research or public incident reports with regards to TCAS, although
its vulnerability is similar to the SSR and ADS-B technologies, whose information
TCAS is using.

2.1.1 ADS-B

The introduction of ADS-B has motivated much research on aviation security. Talks
by hackers and academics pointed out the absence of any security in the protocol
by the early 2010s (e.g. [24]). Later works analyzed the concrete physical circum-
stances (distance, sending power) required to manipulate the 1090 MHz ADS-B
channel and showed concrete laboratory attacks [60, 89]. Since the technology is
only mandated by 2020 and not yet widely used operationally, no concrete incidents
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Table 2 Reported security incidents and vulnerabilities related to different air traffic control (ATC)
technologies.

Technology Type Vector Description Ref’s

ADS-B
Vulnerability Injection Analysis of different types of message

injection theoretically and in lab
[24, 89]

Vulnerability Jamming Analysis of jamming with SDR in lab [60]
Exploit Injection Software enabling ADS-B spoofing

with SDRs
[25]

SSR Incident DoS Ground-based over-interrogation of
aircraft transponders, causing real-
world radar failures.

[6]

Vulnerability Jamming,
Injection

Lab analysis by German Aerospace
Center

[80]

PSR Vulnerability Jamming Traditional electronic warfare [7–9]

MLAT Vulnerability Injection Proof of concept of an attack on
MLAT system in lab

[72, 95]

VHF Incident Injection Spoofing of ATC in Turkish airspace
and at Melbourne airport

[101, 134]

Incident DoS Regular communication interference
from pirate radio stations and other
unlicensed transmitters

[102]

ACARS Vulnerability Intrusion Remote intrusion in lab into flight
management system

[119]

Vulnerability Injection Analysis of different types of message
injection theoretically and in lab

[17, 87, 137]

CPDLC Incident Injection Delayed CPDLC messages received
undetected at aircraft hours later

[11, 94]

Vulnerability Jamming,
Injection, DoS

Lab analyses conducted by several
different aviation authorities

[26, 80]

involving ADS-B have been publicly reported until now. However, exploit kits, i.e.,
tool boxes for SDRs, which enable the spoofing of ADS-B messages are available
online (e.g., [25]), such that attacks are presumably only a matter of time.

2.1.2 SSR

While there are no dedicated attack tool boxes available for SSR/Mode S, it shares
the the same fundamental protocol characteristics with ADS-B. Thus, sending and
exploiting Mode S is trivially possible by adapting existing scripts such as [25] or
others. Consequently, the analysis by the German Aerospace Center [80] showed
that radio frequency interference is possible, enabling ghost aircraft, jamming, or
transponder lockouts. There has been one widely reported real-world incident re-
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lated to SSR jamming and over-interrogation, causing several aircraft to vanish
from controllers’ radar screens in Central Europe on two separate occasions in June
2014 [6]. The subsequent investigation by the European Aviation Safety Agency
could not identify the culprit for this SSR over-interrogation but found it was un-
likely the attack had a malicious nature. Nevertheless, the consulted cybersecurity
experts state that such attacks are possible in principle [6].

2.1.3 PSR

PSR takes a special role in our survey, since attacks are not feasible with standard
software-defined radio transmitters. PSR detection is conducted exclusively based
on the reflection of its signals, thus there is no message content that could be in-
jected or modified. Jamming, in contrast, remains fundamentally possible, however
it requires much more sophisticated and powerful equipment, available only to the
military (see [7–9] for an extended treatment of primary radar jamming and elec-
tronic warfare). Due to our focus on civil aviation, and the lack of credible threats
and consequently any research on attacking PSR in this context, we will not consider
the security of PSR further in this work.

2.1.4 MLAT

Multilateration is by its nature a technology derived from the signals of other wire-
less protocols, typically SSR or ADS-B. Thus, MLAT is often considered as a ver-
ification of unauthenticated wireless links [47]. Even if the contents of, e.g., an
ADS-B message are wrong, the location of the sender can still be identified. Thus,
MLAT offers security based on physical layer properties (specifically the propaga-
tion speed of electromagnetic waves) which are difficult to manipulate. However,
real-world MLAT systems heavily rely on fusing the location obtained from the sig-
nals with the message contents to display identification and altitude of the targets,
leaving the system as a whole as vulnerable as Mode A/C/S or ADS-B. Additionally,
a well-coordinated and synchronized attacker may manipulate the time of arrival of
a message at the distributed receivers of an MLAT system and hence may falsify
location data [72].

2.1.5 VHF

VHF has long been subject to radio interference due to its analogue nature and
well-known technological underpinning. Indeed, in a recent survey, aviation experts
regarded VHF as the most untrustworthy communication with the highest likeli-
hood and real-world experiences of outside interference, both malicious and non-
malicious [111]. Exemplary incidents in this regard include, but are not limited to,
spoofed voice communication, such as the impersonation of air traffic controllers in
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Turkish airspace [101] and at Melbourne airport [134], the latter of which caused
significant distress. Further, VHF communication is regularly interfered with by
non-licensed emitters such as pirate radio stations, implying additional workload
for controllers who must identify such frequency abuse [102].

2.1.6 ACARS

ACARS vulnerabilities have been described as early as 2001 when a U.S. military
official pointed out that forged ATC clearances may be issued by unauthenticated
data links [87]. In 2013, Hugo Teso used second-hand hardware to show the po-
tential of using ACARS to remotely exploit a Flight Management System (FMS).
Recently, [137] has considered the injection of ACARS messages both in theory and
practice.

2.1.7 CPDLC

CPDLC is a relatively new technology; hence, it has only recently been scrutinized
by security experts, partly because fully implemented decoders for SDRs have not
been openly available. Nonetheless, CPDLC generally offers no authentication or
confidentiality and hence is subject to the same attack vectors used to compromise
ACARS. The German Aerospace Center has recently addressed some vulnerabilities
of CPDLC [80], highlighting the ease with which this technology can be spammed
and spoofed. While no incidents have been reported publicly related to malicious
interference, the robustness of CPDLC against any kind of interference is question-
able. To date, several investigations have been launched into duplicate, delayed or
lost CPDLC messages as well as logins to unauthenticated ground stations [11, 94].
These problems, while yet benign, illustrate the vulnerabilities of the system.

2.2 Privacy Incidents

Table 3 lists the known privacy-related incidents and vulnerabilities with respect
to air traffic control communication. Besides systematizing these incidents by the
technologies concerned, we can broadly classify them into a) tracking-related leaks
and b) leaks of (other) personal information via data link technologies. The over-
whelming majority of the surveyed privacy incidents relates to the possibility of
aircraft tracking, while very few studies discuss aircraft user privacy breaches by
compromised data links.
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Table 3 Reported privacy leaks and confirmed vulnerabilities on ATC technologies.

Technology Type of Leak Description of Privacy Leak Ref’s

Tracking Tracking sensitive aircraft using ACARS [97, 99]

ACARS Data Personal data leakage on non-commercial and
commercial aircraft

[97, 99, 122]

Tracking, Data Weak proprietary cryptography broken [96]

ADS-B

Tracking Leak of military operations [20, 21]
Tracking Tracking of personal/governmental assets [28]
Tracking Circumvention of aircraft blocking [55]
Tracking Tracking of business assets [81]
Tracking De-anonymization of transponder IDs [88]
Tracking Fingerprinting of aircraft transponders [59, 110]

SSR & MLAT Tracking Tracking of surveillance drones [115]

VHF Tracking Aircraft tracking using voice recognition [45]

Tracking Correlating CEO vacations with press releases [132]
Tracking Analysis of CEO private aircraft use [64]

ATC (general)

Tracking Corporate aircraft movement tracking for
merger data

[65, 113]

Tracking Large-scale analysis of effects of government
and military aircraft tracking

[113, 114]

Tracking Use of aircraft blocking to hide merger nego-
tiations

[23]

Tracking Analysis of aircraft patterns to uncover
surveillance operations

[12]

2.2.1 Tracking-related Privacy Leaks

Privacy is at risk predominantly because almost all ATC technologies allow non-
aviation actors to closely track flight movements. Many websites on the Internet
(e.g., Flightradar24, ADS-B Exchange, or the OpenSky Network) exploit one or sev-
eral of these technologies and provide easy access to immediate, highly detailed and
continuous tracking data. In conjunction with publicly available metadata provided
by these sites and many other comprehensive sources (including authoritative ones
such as the FAA [32]), tracking of individual users has become feasible for even
lowest-resource actors [115]. In the following, we describe the existing incidents
and identified vulnerabilities, systematized according to their technologies (those
filed under ‘ATC general’ concern two or more technologies and apply to aircraft
tracking in general).

• ACARS: ACARS has become a recent target to obtain tracking information
about aircraft, caused by its increased popularity for transmission of relevant
data such as flight plans and the ease of receiving ACARS data links via novel
software-defined radio means. As shown in [96,97,99], ACARS presents a high-
value target, as location data sent via satellite can be received far out of the line-
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of-sight required for other technologies. Further, data that allow for the identi-
fication of aircraft movements and locations are regularly transmitted without
effective encryption.

• ADS-B: ADS-B has undoubtedly caused the greatest shift in concerns over air-
craft tracking and privacy since its conception and even more so since the begin-
ning of the equipage phase, which is mandated to end in 2020. As the authorities
in the US, Europe and many other airspaces mandate the use of ADS-B for all
flights under instrument flight rules, without practical exceptions for military,
government or corporate stakeholders, the effort required to track such poten-
tially sensitive aircraft has decreased substantially. Consequently, reports of sen-
sitive military missions picked up via ADS-B are commonplace (e.g., [21]). Like-
wise, journalists have set up ADS-B receivers and Twitter bots which publicly an-
nounce the presence of government aircraft at Geneva airport. These data leaks
are not only a privacy concern for users, but they have also been used as evidence
in court [28]. Moreover, the private use of corporate aircraft by CEOs has been
published, implying reputation and business losses for the firms involved [81].
The National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) has repeatedly criticized
that ADS-B data intercepts are compromising the privacy of their members. In
particular, they note that attempts to block online services from using these data
can be circumvented [55]. Studies on ADS-B have shown that the existing pri-
vacy provision in the ADS-B Universal Access Transceiver (UAT) data link is
flawed [88] since pseudonyms can be correlated with real transponder IDs. Air-
craft transponders can be fingerprinted on the physical and data link layer, such
that aircraft can be tracked even if the real transponder ID is unknown [59, 110].

• SSR/MLAT: Even if aircraft are not equipped with ADS-B, their presence in
the general vicinity is easily derived via Mode S. Hence, the movements and
locations of non-updated military aircraft can be exposed once multiple stations
are able to receive the same signal. For example, the combination of SSR and
MLAT data on the Flightradar24 website allowed the public to track movements
of the border surveillance drones of the Swiss armed forces [115].

• VHF: While VHF remains the most important ATC communication option to
date, both its analogue nature and the fact that transmissions are not encrypted en-
able almost anyone to listen into local voice communication and identify aircraft
registration codes. Websites such as LiveATC1 publicly broadcast ATC commu-
nication transmitted by VHF. An experimental approach demonstrated that voice
recognition algorithms can be used to automate and scale a tracking approach,
even if blocking techniques designed to prevent public websites from accessing
the data are used [45].

• ATC (general): Many privacy issues are rather associated with ATC as a system
than with any particular technology. Three studies have used a list of all civil
flights in the United States between 2007 and 2011 that the Wall Street Jour-
nal obtained from the FAA following a Freedom of Information Act request.
Journalists have used this dataset to track CEOs’ private aircraft use. The pub-

1 https://www.liveatc.net
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lication of these data led to accusations of under-reported CEO income and in-
creased scrutiny of corporate flight departments [64]. Other authors have used
this dataset to establish a correlation between CEOs’ holiday schedules and their
companies’ news announcements to predict stock price volatility [132]. Finally,
the data have been used to correlate merger and acquisition activities with cor-
porate flights [65], motivating later research that used ADS-B data to investigate
the same issue [113].
Reports indicate that some companies are aware of this vulnerability and there-
fore attempt to prevent the exposure of their aircraft on public tracking web-
sites [23]. Lastly, aircraft movement data obtained from the ATC system has
been used to uncover government and military operations [113, 114] as well as
surveillance operations by police entities [12].

2.2.2 Leaks of Personal Data

There have been only sporadic reports of privacy leaks on data links, despite the pop-
ularity of ACARS decoders such as acarsd.2 A Swiss pilot magazine reports several
incidents such as the transmission of credit card data and refers to Internet forums
where aviation enthusiasts share potenially sensitive ACARS messages [122]. Very
recently, three academic works analyzed the occurrence and impact of misusing
unsecured data links for potentially sensitive and confidential data in more system-
atic ways. The authors in [97, 99] examine the usage of ACARS in Central Europe
by analyzing a large amount of messages received via VHF and satellite commu-
nication. On both data links, they showed that sensitive information ranging from
credit card data and medical records to passenger lists was transmitted. In a related
study [96], the authors show that there is a clear demand for privacy by ACARS
users as some of them use mono-alphabetic substitution ciphers in an attempt to
protect their communication. Naturally, this approach is highly insecure and leaks
both tracking information and personal data.

3 Defensive Research

3.1 Research on Security Countermeasures

We create a novel taxonomy that partitions the literature on countermeasures to
security and privacy threats into four categories (viz. Table 4 below). We use this
taxonomy to illustrate current research directions.

2 http://www.acarsd.org
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Table 4 Existing research on security for ATC technologies.

Cyber-Physical Security
Physical Layer [14,37,53,57,58,60–62,72–74,76,82,91,95,106,118,125,128,133]
Localization [29, 31, 69, 70, 90, 107, 109]
Watermark/Fingerprinting [30, 42, 44, 85, 110, 133]

Machine Learning
Classification [35, 75, 101, 133]
Anomaly Detection [35, 41, 57, 58, 62, 106, 108, 116]

Non-technical Measures
Formal Methods [17, 68, 71, 78, 117, 120]
Policies/Procedures [22, 63, 77, 80, 98, 104, 124]

Cryptography
Cryptographic Measures [1–3,10,13,16,18,33,34,36,38,40,46,48–52,56,66,67,79,84,86,

87, 93, 103, 108, 121, 126, 129–131, 135, 136]

3.1.1 Cyber-physical Security

While security has always been a major issue in computer networking, and aca-
demic research has developed countless strategies to secure and authenticate data
and users, many of these are either bound to the traditional wired paradigm or diffi-
cult to deploy in a legacy-oriented aviation environment.

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) such as ATC combine computation and physical
processes. Integrated feedback loops between these are securing the monitoring and
controlling of the system. While classical attacker-defender models for wired net-
works have been developed, these can be too prohibitive since they do not consider
the fact that in wireless networks there are always (if inadvertent) listeners. Hence,
new solutions beyond cryptographic measures are required that can take into ac-
count the peculiarities of wireless communication. Such a cyber-physical approach
to security should focus on attack detection in the first place and only deploy addi-
tional security measures if these are deemed necessary. Thus, the performance and
the security requirements of the CPS may be balanced. To date, the extent research
interest on CPS can be partitioned into three (if partially overlapping) areas: physi-
cal layer security, localization, and watermarking/fingerprinting.

Physical Layer Security

Physical layer security has recently emerged as a complementary technique to im-
prove the communication security of wireless networks. A fundamentally different
approach to cryptography, it achieves secrecy by exploiting the physical layer prop-
erties of the channel [138]. It is particularly attractive for the legacy systems found
in aviation as it does not require changes to communication protocols or aircraft.
The work in this area has identified several methods by which spoofing attacks can
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be identified, such as time differences of arrival [14,72,106], Doppler shifts [37,91],
direction of arrival [125], or angle of arrival [73]. Some authors [74,118] further sug-
gest the use of beamforming to detect spoofing attacks. Several works also exploit
physical layer characteristics to improve defenses against jamming [60, 61, 128].

Localization

The opportunities the physical layer offers to increase security can also be exploited
to verify aircraft location data. Hence, the veracity of ADS-B position messages
can be checked. As localization is a relatively mature area of research, technical
implementations based on multilateration have been realized. This approach seems
promising since it is based on physical constants and constraints that are difficult to
manipulate (e.g., the speed of light). For the case of ATC, most works have exploited
time differences of arrival, often in the form of traditional multilateration [29,69,70]
but also using other techniques [90,107,109]. Other approaches have used the angle
of arrival to localize aircraft and verify their position claims [31].

Watermarking/Fingerprinting

Watermarking and fingerprinting are two related approaches that both can iden-
tify or authenticate wireless devices and their users. Watermarking installs delib-
erate markers in the communication process that can be used by authentication al-
gorithms. Fingerprinting exploits technological imperfections of the hardware and
software that enable communication. Both techniques can verify the authenticity of
the participants’ transceivers on the ground and on the aircraft. Hence, they can be
deployed to detect both malicious and inadvertent intrusion. Several studies have in-
vestigated the option to watermark VHF communication in an attempt to introduce
speaker verification [30, 42, 44, 85]. Further, two studies considered the feasibility
of fingerprinting the ADS-B protocol. One of them proposes to exploit differences
in transponder implementations on the data link layer [110], another approach uses
behavioural differences in the frequencies exhibited by different aircraft transpon-
ders [59]. Note that none of these approaches offer perfect security, since attackers
with a large resource endowment may mimic both watermarks and fingerprints.

3.1.2 Machine Learning

The use of machine learning for security purposes has found widespread adoption
over the past years, in particular with respect to intrusion detection in networked
systems. Two principal approaches have been used to detect attacks on wireless
aviation systems. The first is classification, whereby the characteristics of particular
legitimate users are segmented and verified against these saved patterns. The other
is anomaly detection, whereby the parameters of the normal state of the system are
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learned over time, and deviations from these patterns are marked as an anomaly and
potential security concern.

Classification

Currently, classification approaches have mostly been applied to human users using
the VHF channel. The authors in [35, 75, 101] use behavioural biometric voice data
from pilots communicating via VHF radio to tell apart speakers on the VHF channel
in an attempt to verify them and detect potential imposters. Very recent approaches
have attempted to classify and segment standardized digital communication using
deep learning on ADS-B signal characteristics [133].

Anomaly Detection

Some of the above-cited studies attempt to detect abnormal stress levels and distress
in the pilot’s voices over VHF radio [35, 101], thereby seeking to detect anomalies
with regards to legitimate channel use. In contrast, the authors in [106,116] suggest
to use analogue physical layer features such as received signal strength and time
differences of arrival collected from ADS-B/SSR data to learn the space of states
normally occupied by aircraft and detect subsequent diversions from this normal
state. Finally, the authors in [41] apply long short-term memory networks to detect
spoofed ADS-B location messages in the flight tracks of commercial aircraft.

In general, there are often multiple explanations and causes for abnormal be-
haviour, making anomaly detection usually only one part of an intrusion detection
system. Careful calibration and engineering are required to prevent false positives.

3.1.3 Non-technical Measures

Besides technical approaches, there is significant recent research into non-technical
measures to secure the air–ground link. By the term ‘non-technical’, we refer to
approaches that prefer formal and procedural adaptations within extant ATC tech-
nology landscapes over the development of new technical systems or technologies.

Formal Methods

Early academic work has described changes to user experience following the intro-
duction of formal security requirements into an ATC system and explored whether
ADS-B position reports should be used as a primary position source for aircraft and
considering potential mitigations [78]. More recently, the authors of [68] conducted
a risk and requirements analysis of the ATM system, using VHF communication as
a case study.
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As the popularity of this research field grows, and as users become more experi-
enced and deploy novel technological tools, research is now at a point where secu-
rity standards can formally be verified. Recent work has delivered a complete for-
mal verification of the ACARS Message Security standard ARINC 823 [17]. They
confirm the security properties of the protocol, yet their analysis also finds several
weaknesses, attacks, and imprecisions in the standard for which they propose po-
tential fixes. Other work proposes the use of ontologies [71], modal logic [120], and
dynamic queue networks [117] to validate different aspects of the information flow
on the air–ground link.

Policies/Procedures

As new systems and technical changes to existing technologies are difficult to de-
ploy in the real aviation environment, researchers have looked at policies and proce-
dures to improve the security of wireless communications. An overview of security-
related initiatives of aviation authorities and the industry can be found in [63].

For example, changes to the education of aviation professionals and air travel-
ers on as regards the security problems of ADS-B are proposed [104], as is the use
of flight simulators to simulate cyberattacks [77, 98]. Further, aviation authorities
are advised to release test-run data and mitigation options, to increase the aware-
ness of security vulnerabilities, and to continuously operate primary surveillance
radars [104, 124]. While the last recommendation is costly and thus offsets the effi-
ciency advantage of introducing improved protocols, it is mentioned by the FAA as
a potential intermediate solution until the 2020 ADS-B adoption requirement [19].
Finally, it is suggested that the next generation of ATC technology should be de-
signed with cyberattacks and radio frequency interference in mind [80, 105].

3.1.4 Cryptography

Cryptography is the most effective means to realize secure communication in any
scenario. Indeed, this is also the single most popular research area regarding the
protection of wireless aviation protocols, despite the straightforward obstacles to de-
ployment that have been pointed out by many authors (e.g., [108,126]). Its main ap-
peal lies in the ability to effectively secure the content of any digital communication,
offering integrity, authentication, and confidentiality if required. Confidentiality in
particular cannot be offered by any other means, making works on cryptographic
security in ATC also a viable starting point for the research on privacy counter-
measures, which we discuss in the next chapter. Unfortunately, besides the ARINC
823 standards on ACARS Message Security [2, 3], which have seen no adoption in
practice, no currently used aviation standard proposes any implementation of cryp-
tography [97].

Earlier work has analyzed the security problems of unencrypted communication
in both ACARS [87], ADS-B [48], and CPDLC [36, 67, 79] and suggested experi-
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mental solutions to build on further. Once the security problems of ADS-B came
to the fore, many researchers focused on the development of adequate schemes
for existing and potentially future protocols. New proposals include identity-based
encryption [40, 43, 121, 129, 130], format preserving encryption [10, 33, 34, 46]
and retro-active key publication [16, 93, 108]. There has been renewed research
on public key infrastructures in the aviation context [56, 136] and the application
of blockchains towards the problem [13, 86]. While much work has addressed the
downsides of cryptographic countermeasures and their incompatibility with current
systems [1, 93, 131], to the best of our knowledge these studies have not yet been
considered in detail by aviation authority committees.

3.2 Research on Privacy Countermeasures

Studies that aim to protect the privacy of aircraft users and stakeholders can be
categorized into two fundamental areas: First, those which analyze countermeasures
to the tracking of private and government aircraft, and second, those which strive to
provide greater confidentiality for sensitive data that are sent to or from aircraft. We
also discuss the aviation industry’s attempts to strengthen privacy and the related
measures proposed.

3.2.1 Countermeasures against Tracking

Recent works have analysed industry proposals to mitigate the problem of track-
ing sensitive private and public aircraft and found them largely ineffective against
realistic threat models [113]. The examined countermeasures can be divided into
technical and non-technical countermeasures.

Technical Measures

• Turn position broadcasting off: As ADS-B is not mandated in all airspaces,
there are around 30% of all aircraft in recent samples that did not yet support
it and consequently do not broadcast their position [92]. However, this is only a
short-term solution until 2020 in Western airspaces, and moreover much recent
research has shown that aircraft can easily be tracked using other means.

• Pseudonymous Identifiers: The only ATC technology offering pseudonymous
identifiers by design, is the UAT data link used by some aircraft under visual
flight rules in the US. It offers a built-in privacy mechanism that generates a non-
conflicting, random, temporary identifier to avoid third-party tracking [5]. Unfor-
tunately, this approach is both limited to general aviation aircraft in the US and
ineffective as the aircraft’s real identifiers can be recovered [88]. Furthermore, the
FAA warns that using this feature may have serious negative consequences [4]:
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We do not recommend integrating the anonymity features, as the operator will not be
eligible to receive ATC services, may not be able to benefit from enhanced ADS-B
search and rescue capabilities, and may impact ADS-B In situational awareness benefits.

On the level of the aircraft call sign, commercial entities offer solutions which
enlist an aircraft into an anonymous ”DOTCOM” airline [123], thus effectively
anonymizing their call sign. While this approach has potential benefits compared
to other blocking solutions, aircraft still broadcast their real transponder IDs,
such that the solution is ineffective to all but the weakest attacker models.

• Encryption: While few works have actively proposed and developed crypto-
graphic solutions specifically tailored to prevent tracking, the full encryption of
a message’s identifying information may constitute an effective method. Conse-
quently, cryptographic solutions as discussed in Section 3.1.4) may also be effec-
tive. In practice, the problem of compatibility and quick implementation remain,
in particular as regards the need to prevent data leaks on all wireless technologies
used by an aircraft, i.e., separate solutions for SSR, ADS-B, ACARS, CPDLC
and even VHF would be required.

Non-Technical Measures

• Web tracker blocking: Many stakeholders seek to prevent the live and public
display of their aircraft on websites such as Flightradar24 using block lists. For
a history and legal analysis of the FAA’s blocking program in the USA, see [39].
The effectiveness of any such approach has however been strongly disputed re-
cently [113], as alternative data sources such as personal SDR receivers or non-
complying websites trivially circumvent such obscuration.

• Ownership obscuration: Similarly to the blocking of flight data, some stake-
holders use third-party entities to register their aircraft and conceal the real owner
from public records. Popular methods include the use of offshore shell compa-
nies, special aircraft registration services, wealth management companies and
trusts. This approach can help obscure the movements of their owners, however,
a single slip of operational security can permanently destroy this advantage.3

• Commercial air transport: The most straightforward and effective approach to
avoid the described type of privacy concerns is provided by not using designated
aircraft, regardless of whether they are operated by the government, military or
privately, and instead rely on more anonymous, non-exclusive transport means.
As such radical measures may compromise the security or privacy of the user,
they may not be feasible in many cases.

3 Examples of such slips include pictures and reports by traditional planespotters upon landing,
investigative journalism, or posts on social media.
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Recommendations

The literature has further discussed potential directions in aviation privacy: In the
short term, regulation could provide one possible avenue in mitigating the privacy
impact of large-scale tracking. Governments may legally restrict and regulate enti-
ties (such as web trackers) which share data about aircraft movements.

In this respect, more dedicated efforts are required that may, for example, intro-
duce mandatory requirements or enforce significant penalties [113]. Still, as legal
norms differ internationally, and as aircraft data can be freely accessed on the Inter-
net, the international enforcement of such regulation remains difficult.

Thus, in the longer term, technical solutions should be developed to provide pri-
vacy guarantees; a robust pseudonym system could limit the tracking of aircraft over
time.

There is no critical technical or procedural need to have a consistent, publicly
known identifier for any aircraft. On the contrary, there is evidence that authorities
have assigned alternative identifiers to aircraft deployed in sensitive (e.g., military)
flights [27]. Hence, a more flexible identification and assignment policy could disen-
tangle aircraft identification from flights patterns. This measure alone would greatly
reduce the security risk of ATC-based flight tracking.

Hence, the only way to effectively create the short-term opportunity for privacy
in ATC systems is through the combination of technical and regulatory measures
[113]. Regulatory measures can cover data generated by state entities but technical
measures are needed to prevent entities from collecting significant amounts of data.

3.2.2 Privacy for Data Links

In the long term, encryption is the sensible, mature and effective solution to achieve
confidentiality in wireless networks. In the short term, as there may be no suitable
implementations available, changes in procedures and awareness can at least miti-
gate some of the worst misuses reported.

Such short-term measures should focus on educating avionics users to not use
ACARS or CPDLC to send sensitive information. In fact, this requirement has been
voiced as early as 1998 [83,127]. For example, a Swiss pilot has documented a case
study where sensitive credit card data transmitted by plain-text ACARS messages
were intercepted [122]. The author subsequently suggests not to use ACARS free-
text messages to send credit card information or names of passengers and crew. The
article also suggests to prefer telephone lines on the ground and satellite links over
VHF. However, a recent study has found that this suggestion is ineffective [97].

While cryptographic solutions are desirable in the long term, the deployment of
related technology and protocols is in its infancy. Besides the ARINC 823 standards
on ACARS Message Security [2, 3, 103], which have seen no adoption in practice,
no currently used aviation standard proposes cryptographic measures. This leads
to a proliferation of several proprietary encryption standards to protect ACARS
and/or CPDLC, which have not been independently verified. Instead, researchers
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have shown examples where these schemes can be broken quickly and trivially [96].
While recent proposals for novel data link technology, such as L-DACS and Aero-
MACS, do consider encryption as a standard measure (e.g., [66]), they do not entail
readily available solution since the technology is still in its early development phase.

4 Research Agenda

Our survey suggests that the reporting and data sharing on security vulnerabilities
and incidents should be improved. A number of contemporary initiatives are already
responding to this call. In Europe, the European Air Safety Agency (EASA) has
created the European Centre for Cyber Security in Aviation (ECCSA); while the US-
based Aviation Information Sharing & Analysis Center (A-ISAC) aims to distribute
crucial cybersecurity information between its fee-paying members. However, a free
global platform that shares and integrates data among all relevant stakeholders has
not yet been realized.

Second, we suggest that the aviation industry should reconsider its approach to
aviation security. Just as technology firms have evolved from producers of consumer
goods to providers of global IT infrastructure, airlines and operators should embrace
cooperation with academic research to transform the industry such that it provides
not only physical, but also effective cybersecurity.

Third, many authors have pointed out that security is not safety, hence the produc-
tion of effective security solutions requires a different mindset. Some intersections
between these field have been identified early on [100]. While extensive develop-
ment, testing and certification cycles boosted flight safety performance to record
levels, those measures traditionally deployed for physical flight safety (e.g., redun-
dancy) are ineffective against malicious actors in the radio and cyber spheres. In-
deed, the available (consumer) technology significantly outpaced aviation commu-
nication systems, leaving the latter dangerously vulnerable [54].

As a result, there are some fundamental gaps in the literature, which we propose
should be addressed by the following agenda.

4.1 Security

There is very little research that focuses on the security of the collision avoidance
system TCAS. While there are also no explicit (public) reports on security incidents
related to TCAS, the system uses both SSR and ADS-B to communicate, hence, it
is exposed to all physical and cyber-related vulnerabilities these technologies entail
[15, 112]. In light of the safety criticality of the system, active steps to secure it
should be strongly considered.

Further, the application of formal methods to verify security claims in aviation
protocols should considered. Such verification procedures can help minimize the
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risk of technology development failure as novel technology such as L-DACS is de-
ployed throughout the industry.

In the meantime, it is finally worth noting that there has been no research into
short-term, transparent, quickly applicable solutions for the data link protocols
ACARS and CPDLC. While there are many proposed approaches based on cyber-
physical security or machine learning for all ATC technologies, there have been no
attempts to transfer such research in order to protect the integrity of data transmit-
ted on the data link. While cryptographic solutions are desirable in the long term,
short-term solutions should focus on alternative technological approaches as the
non-existing uptake of the ACARS Message Security standard and the many flawed
proprietary attempts to encrypt ACARS illustrate [96].”

4.2 Privacy

Privacy research has shown that both innocent and malicious actors can compromise
aircraft and passenger privacy by correlating publicly available or leaked data and
metadata. This problem is due to the simple fact that the data links used to transmit
information are unsuited to even basic privacy requirements. To date, little academic
work has focused on mitigating these disadvantages. While many studies attempt to
improve the integrity and authenticity of ATC systems, few have explicitly looked
at the confidentiality of ATC data or the anonymity of its users. To date, the aviation
industry still prefers open systems in an attempt to maximize safety by maximizing
global compatibility [115]. As a result, this compatibility focus is at odds with de-
mands for more privacy and security. Privacy leaks may be less obvious, but they
still compromise the safety of aircraft users. As the number of reported cyber- and
radio-related incidents of data interception and manipulation increases, a shift of the
research focus towards privacy issues seems desirable.
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